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"Birth of AI" - Source: @chris_n_toronto (on Twitter)

https://twitter.com/chris_n_toronto/status/1597192946918359040


Human twins & AI twins



AI Image Generator - Free Text to Image | Freepik

Human twins & AI twins

https://www.freepik.com/ai/image-generator


Gen AI quality has come a long way in a very short time

Similar attempt 
2 months prior*

*using a different AI Image tool



How prevalent is the use of generative AI in business today?



25% 1in3
Of C-Suites say 
they use Gen AI 

personally in their 
work 

Source: McKinsey 2023 – The State of AI (in field April)

say their company at 
using Generative AI in at 

least one business 
function

“Respondents predict 
meaningful changes to 
their workforces. They 

anticipate workforce cuts 
in certain areas and large 

reskilling efforts to 
address shifting talent 

needs.”

How prevalent is the use of generative AI in business today?



Using 
Generative AI: 
Harness 
unstructured data 
for business grow

What we will cover

o Why Generative AI?
o Who is Yabble?
o What is next?
o How to getting started



Generative AI ….
Is unlocking insights from the infinite data intelligence sitting 
mostly untouched within our business ecosystems

The 
why

The 
what



According to Gartner, unstructured 

data represents an estimated 80 to 

90% of all new enterprise data. 

Furthermore, it's growing three times 

faster than structured data.



Agenda

✓ Puts fact-based insights into the hands of decision makers

✓ Democratising access to high quality business intelligence

✓ Actionable, timely customer experience improvements

✓ Productivity gains -  Studies suggest upward of 35%

✓ Takes care of the operational to ‘free the mind’

✓ Encourages rapid innovation – providing the starting point

*Yabble comparing human coder to AI coding

How Gen AI is enabling business growth via analytics



Where is Generative AI useful today for analytics?

Theming

Interrogation 

Summarizing Summarization of content

Coding and Theme creation 

Deeper analysis or searching 

Designing Content, presentations & 
reports



Proprietary Data 

Fine Tuning

Model Sophistication 

Owned Models 

This is the future 
& competitive 

advantage

Cost Efficiency

Speed

Agent Frameworks

Generic 
(Off the shelf usage)

Specific
(Customising for              
specific use case)Vs

e.g., Embed ChatGPT



Agenda



A couple of examples of Yabble AI today





Agenda



Agenda



Break through AI we are working on right now



Yabble’s Augmented 
Data Model:  

Knowledge Lake 
built for Insights

LLM



AgendaAugmented vs Survey Data

What are the main factors moms consider when picking diapers?

Augmented Data Traditional Panel Survey 

Based on the responses we received, the 
most important factors for moms when 
picking diapers are leak prevention, 
absorbency, comfort and fit for their baby, 
and gentle materials that won't cause diaper 
rash. Some also prioritize organic materials 
and affordability.

Based on the responses we have, it seems 
that moms consider factors such as 
absorbency, keeping their baby dry, comfort, 
quality, and price when picking diapers. Some 
also prefer disposable diapers because they 
are more absorbent and cleaner. 

Insight generated by Yabble Gen

Good Match



Some fun examples of what’s to come



Aimsoft : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yrA4eHsB4t8



What else is possible / coming?

Pretty much anything your curiosity lets you imagine

• Synthetic Data 
• Tasks i.e. Make a chart, collect data
• AI Interviewing 
• AI Video Creation 



Where to start 

✓ Get on the AI bus

✓ Invest in small scale proof of concepts 

✓ Leverage the data you already have

✓ Lean on human experts

✓ Hone the art of asking great questions

✓ Do do diligence on out of the box AI solutions.  



“The real magic comes when we harness this 
new technology and combine it with our 

human smarts”

That's what we aspire to do at Yabble™ everyday



Thank you!
To learn more please visit us:

yabble.com/m2

http://yabble.com/m2
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